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1. Executive summary 
The purpose of this document is to describe the website and the social media presence for 

the EU funded VIRTUOSA project. 

The project has a high visibility in the broadcast and telecom industry because of its aim to 

combine leading edge IT concepts (SDN and Virtualization) with emerging mobile 

technology (5G communication) to help bring additional flexibility and cost-effectiveness to 

broadcast live production. 

For that reason, it is essential for the VIRTUOSA project to be able to communicate with 

potential interested parties, both from the relevant industries mentioned above and from the 

general public. A website and social media channels are key to achieving that aim. 

These channels for the VIRTUOSA project were developed rapidly but professionally, and 

launched on October 31, 2019, just a few weeks after the start of the project (September 1, 

2019). This means they are ready by used to provide information as the project progresses. 

In addition to providing the means to disseminate information for the VIRTUOSA project, these 

channels are also a great vehicle for promoting the EU’s involvement in fostering European 

technological innovation. 
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2. Introduction 

2.1. About this document 

2.1.1. Purpose of this document 
The purpose of this document is to describe the D4.1 deliverable of the VIRTUOSA project 

“Website and Social Media Launch”. 

2.1.2. Document structure 
The main part of the document covers: 

• The website (section 3): designed to provide a vehicle for explaining the project and 

posting regular news 

• The social media accounts (section 4): set-up to enable regular interaction with 

interested parties 

2.1.3. Audience 
This document is public. 

2.2. Deliverable guiding principles 

2.2.1. Cost effectiveness 
Branding and communication can be very expensive areas of marketing. In keeping with the 

objectives of the VISTUOSA project and its funding, the team involved in creating the 

“Website and Social Launch” deliverables has made optimum use of resources. 

The bulk of the work, including the creation of content and templates, was carried out “in-

house” by members of the team. 

Inevitably, external agencies were required to provide some professional support. 

Specifically, the following type of outside help was used: 

• Logo and brand creation, through a Design Agency 

• Website creation, through a Web Agency 

Both of these agencies are EU based companies and have worked on this project very cost 

effectively. 

2.2.2. Communication style 
The aim of the VIRTUOSA project is to try and communicate in a simple, straight forward way, 

avoiding where possible the use of jargon. However, as this is a very technical subject in a 

very special field (broadcast production), the use of some technological terms and concept 

will be required. Nonetheless, every attempt will be made to make all communication as 

open to comprehension by the general public as possible. 
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3. Website 

3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. Guiding principles 
The aim of the website is to provide easy access to information relating to the VIRTUOSA 

project. 

With this in mind, it was designed to be simple to navigate, be visually attractive and not too 

text heavy. 

3.1.2. Website address 
The VIRTUOSA website can be found at: http://5g-virtuosa.eu/  

3.1.3. Design 
The content of the website was entirely created by the VIRTUOSA team. The illustrations are 

low-cost stock photographs, for which the licenses have been purchased. 

The website itself was put together by an EU-based web agency, working with a very small 

budget – as the VIRTUOSA team wanted to keep costs down. 

NB: The website approach used is “responsive design”, i.e. can be viewed both on standard 

computers and mobile devices, to maximize its potential reach. 

3.1.4. Basic structure 
The basic structure of the website is: 

• Home page, providing a basic overview of the project, which quick-links to key 

information 

• Project page, providing more details on the project 

• Participants page, providing information about the 4 participants in the VISTUOSA 

project, as well as the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

program 

• Documents page, providing access to useful documents related to the project 

• News page, providing information about press releases, press coverage, events and 

other new items (e.g. new documents being uploaded. 

• Contact page, providing a means to contact the project participants  

At the footer of every page there is: 

• The EU flag 

• The following text: This project has received funding from the European Union’s 

Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 866656. 

This reflects only the project participants’ view and the European Commission is not 

responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. 

http://5g-virtuosa.eu/
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3.2. Home page 
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3.3. Project page 
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3.4. Participants 
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3.5. Documentation 
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3.6. News 
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When the form on that page is completed by the visitor, an email is sent to info@5g-

virtuosa.com (which has multiple recipients involved in the project. The email looks like the 

example below: 

mailto:info@5g-virtuosa.com
mailto:info@5g-virtuosa.com
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Any of the recipients can reply to the email, putting info@5g-virtuosa.eu in copy so the other 

recipients are aware of the response. 

mailto:info@5g-virtuosa.eu
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4. Social media 

4.1. Introduction 
Social media is an important part of modern communication with the market and with the 

public.  

The VIRTUOSA project being a business-to-business (B2B) focused project, the team will initially 

be using LinkedIn (a common platform for professional use) and Twitter (used by many media 

and press to stay up to date). Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and other social media are 

more consumer platforms, so won’t be used – initially at least. If it proves necessary in the 

future, some of these platforms may also be used though. 

The LinkedIn and Twitter platforms will be used to provide regular updates on the project. If 

there is no specific news, the platforms will be used to remind followers of existing information, 

keeping the channels active. 

The participants in the VIRTUOSA project will also amplify the presence by reposting on their 

own social media channels information put on the VIRTUOSA social channels. 

4.2. LinkedIn 
The VIRTUOSA LinkedIn profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-

virtuosa/ 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
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4.3. Twitter 
The VIRTUOSA LinkedIn profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-

virtuosa/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5g-virtuosa/
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5. Conclusion 
With its website and social media channels now in place, the VIRTUOSA project is in a position 

to communicate to the market and the public about the progress of the work it is 

undertaking. 


